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tel. +39 0184 262201
The philosopher Heraclitus used to say that everything flows in life: 

our motto is to seize the moment for you to stop it, live it, 

immortalize it and make it unforgettable…

Carpe Diem
The Magic of the Resort

TEN ACTIVITIES NOT TO BE MISSED BEFORE LEAVING 

OR TO BE DESIRED BEFORE ARRIVING...

Taste a typical traditional Italian cuisine revisited with Mediterranean influences 

at the Pool Deck Restaurant Sunrise.

Sip a cocktail by the sea at the Blue Beach Bar.

Book an outdoor massage in the Royal Cabanas based on natural essential oils 

surrounded surrounded by greenery with a magnificent view of the Ligurian Sea.

Live a London experience with a typical English tea with homemade scones 

and delights from the pastry chef at the Lounge Bar & Terrace.

Spend pleasant moments in a canoe or jog emerged in the green overlooking 

the sea.

Discover the Riviera dei Fiori with its magic of colors and flavors through a visit 

organized by the Ghm Personal Concierge.

Spend a dSpend a day at the Seaside in the Hotel's private beach sipping a fresh fruit 

extract to regain energy and vigor.

Savor the magic of a couple's massage with essential rose extracts in the Spa Suite 

in the company of your loved one: a pleasant moment for two with Champagne 

and red fruits.

Relive the glories of ancient Egypt with a Cleopatra bath based on donkey milk at 

the end you will be served a candlelit dinner on the terrace of your room to 

ccontemplate the arrival of the sunset over the sea, rediscovering harmony and 

beauty of creation.

Spend a day at the Oasis Pool Club on the terrace of the roof garden facing the sea, 

immersed in the greenery of a true Mediterranean Oasis, rediscovering the 

therapeutic properties of salt a swim in the pool with water drawn directly from 

the sea.

To spend an iconic 
and memorable holiday


